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Abstract— The number of applications of interval type-2
fuzzy logic to real world problems is growing. To date such
systems have used type-reduction or an approximation of typereduction to arrive at final crisp output from the system.
This paper describes the novel direct defuzzifier for interval
type-2 fuzzy sets. A number of fuzzy systems are compared
with direct defuzzifier. We compare each defuzzifiers output
surface in a simple rule-based system. The direct defuzzifier
compares favourably with the type-reduction method under
the minimum t-norm. Also, we found that the non-stationary
approach provided interesting results.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a large growth in the number of reported applications of interval type-2 fuzzy logic. These systems include mobile robot navigation[8], process control[15],
engine control[11] and object tracking[5]. Interval type-2
fuzzy logic is variation of general type-2 fuzzy logic.
A type-2 fuzzy set maps elements of the domain X to type1 fuzzy numbers whose domain J is bounded the interval
[0,1] i.e.
Ã = {((x, u), µÃ (x, u)) , ∀x ∈ X, ∀u ∈ Jx ⊆ [0, 1]}

(1)

where µÃ (x, u) is in the interval [0, 1]. Interval type-2 fuzzy
sets constrain general type-2 fuzzy sets by only allowing
µÃ (x, u) to take a value of zero or one i.e.
Ã = {((x, u), µÃ (x, u)) , ∀x ∈ X, ∀u ∈ Jx ⊆ [0, 1]}

(2)

where J is in the interval [0, 1], µÃ (x, u) is an element
of the crisp set {0, 1}. An example interval type-2 fuzzy
set F̃ is depicted in Figure 1. F̃ is a triangular fuzzy set
with an uncertain centre point. Interval type-2 fuzzy sets
µ
1

Furthermore it is quite often possible to represent an interval
type-2 fuzzy set with two type-1 fuzzy sets representing
the upper and lower bounds of the interval type-2 fuzzy
set. This efficient representation coupled with the efficient
type-reduction strategies are the factors that have driven
the application of this technology to real world problems.
General type-2 fuzzy logic, despite recent advances, is yet
achieve the low computational expense of interval systems
and as such has not seen a similar growth in applications.
Most applied interval type-2 fuzzy system rely on typereduction or an approximation of the type-reduction procedure to arrive at a crisp output. We believe that some of
the characteristics of type-reduction may make it unsuitable
for some applications. In this paper we therefore propose an
alternative to type-reduction, the direct defuzzifier, which is
adapted from geometric fuzzy logic [1], [2], [3], [4] and is
both computationally efficient and the level of computation
is known beforhand. Furthermore this paper reports the first
use of the sampling defuzzifier [7] with interval type-2 fuzzy
systems. We also use the non-stationary fuzzy systems approach [6], [14] to emulate the performance of interval type-2
fuzzy systems. An experiment is designed which compares
the characteristics of these systems with a type-1 fuzzy
system and an interval type-2 system using type-reduction.
The results of this experiment are, we believe, interesting and
raise some important question for practitioners in the field
of type-2 fuzzy logic.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: the following section describes centroid type-reduction, section III
describes the direct defuzzifier, section IV the sampling
defuzzifier, section V describes the non-stationary approach,
section VI outlines the methods that will be used to investigate the various systems, section VII gives the results of
that investigation, section VIII discussion the outcomes of
the investigation and section IX draws conclusions from this
work.
II. T YPE -R EDUCTION
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The Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Set F̃.

are three dimensional, however since every point in the
third dimension is either at zero or one it is common for
such set to be depicted in two dimension as with Figure 1.
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Type-reduction [9], [10], [12] is an extension of the type-1
defuzzification procedure for type-2 fuzzy sets. Throughout
his paper we only consider the centroid defuzzifier. This
is because the direct defuzzier presented in the following
section relates to geometric fuzzy logic. The only defuzzifier
currently available in geometric fuzzy logic is the centroid
or centre of area defuzzifier. Type-reduction calculates a set
that is a distribution of the possible centroids of that set.
In the case of an interval type-2 fuzzy set B̃, type-reduction
yields an interval set. The end points of this set give the

range of possible values that the centroid of B̃ could take.
The defuzzified value is given by the midpoint of these end
points. Mendel [12] defined the centroid of an interval type-2
fuzzy set Ã as:
CÃ =

Z

θ1 ∈Jx1

...

Z

θN ∈JxN

1/

∑Ni=1 xi θi
= [Cl ,Cr ]
∑Ni=1 θi

(3)

Which can be expressed by the algorithm given below:
1) Enumerate all possible embedded sets in Ã.
2) Take the centroid C of each of these embedded sets.
3) Let the minimum value of C be the lower endpoint Cl .
4) Let the maximum value of C be the upper endpoint Cr .
5) Let the type-reduced set = [Cl ,Cr ].
Where an embedded interval type-2 fuzzy set Ae is defined
as

N

Ae = ∑ [1/ui ]/xi , ui ∈ Jxi , J ⊆ [0, 1]

(4)

i=1

which follows from the definition of an embedded type-2
fuzzy set given by Mendel and John [13].
The full type-reduction algorithm is rarely used in real
systems. This is because more computationally efficient
methods have been devised, one of which is the Karnik
and Mendel iterative procedure [10]. Karnik and Mendel
discovered that the embedded sets that give the endpoints
of the type-reduced interval are always of a certain form.
The membership function of the embedded set that gives the
lower endpoint will always follow the upper bound of the
set to a switch point and will then follow the lower bound.
Conversely the membership function of the embedded set
that gives the upper endpoint will always follow the lower
bound of the set to a switch point and will then follow upper
˜C
bound. Figure 2 (a) depicts the embedded set Fe l that gives
(a)
µ
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(b)
µ
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The first point is of concern as it separates type-reduction
of a general type-2 fuzzy set from an interval type-2 fuzzy
set. Type-reduction of a general type-2 fuzzy set is computationally expensive. The centroid value of each of the
embedded sets is used to arrive at type-1 fuzzy set. All the
information contained in the type-2 fuzzy set is used to arrive
at an output. Conversely when type-reducing interval type2 fuzzy sets a great deal of the information contain in the
fuzzy set is never considered when calculating an output.
The second point concerns the membership functions of
the embedded sets identified by type-reduction. Consider
Figure 1 which depicts an interval type-2 fuzzy set. This set
has a triangular membership function where there is some
uncertainty about the midpoint. Now consider Figures 2 (a)
and (b), the embedded sets in that triangular membership
function identified by type-reduction. The membership functions of these two embedded set do not resemble the original
triangular membership function. From a technical point of
view this is not an issue, however when we think of fuzzy sets
as linguistic variables problems may arise with the question:
What name do we give the embedded sets in Figure 2?
To paraphrase this question, what do these embedded sets
mean to a lay person? The result of interval type-2 system is
defined by these two embedded sets, as such it seems sensible
that lay people should be able to interpret them.
The third point has to some extent already been overcome
by other work. Although low and bounded, the exact computational expense of the iterative method is unpredictable.
Approximate methods such as the Wu-Mendel uncertainty
bounds method [16] already provide static levels of computation at the price of using an approximation to the result.
This section has described type-reduction of an interval type-2 fuzzy set. Some potential problems with typereduction have been identified. These are the points that the
novel direct defuzzifier presented in the following section
seeks to address.
III. T HE D IRECT D EFUZZIFIER
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(a) The Embedded Set FeCr . (b) The Embedded Set Fe l .

left endpoint Cl of the type-reduced set of F̃ depicted in
˜
Figure 1. Figure 2 (b) depicts the embedded set FeCr that
gives right endpoint Cr of the type-reduced set of F̃ depicted
in Figure 1.
As mentioned earlier we feel that type-reduction may
be unsuitable for some applications. Three aspects of typereduction are of concern, which will be explored in turn.
1) The type-reduced set is defined by only two embedded
sets.
2) These embedded sets rarely resemble the shape of the
overall set.
3) The computational expense of the iterative method is
unpredictable.

In [1], [2], [3], [4] the Authors introduced a complete geometric model of type-1 and interval type-2 fuzzy logic. The
direct defuzzifier is the discrete equivalent of the geometric
defuzzifier used in geometric fuzzy logic. Geometric fuzzy
logic involves replacing the discrete computational model
of fuzzy sets with a continuous computational model based
on geometric primitives. All operations on geometric fuzzy
sets are geometric manipulations of the primitives that make
up the geometric fuzzy sets. Type-reduction relies on the
discrete model of fuzzy sets for practical implementation.
The iterative method achieves such a high performance
by effectively performing an heuristic search through these
discrete points. Were the sets to be continuous this search
would be infinite. No geometric equivalent to type-reduction
is available for geometric fuzzy sets as they are defined over
continuous domains. Instead geometric fuzzy sets use the
geometric centre of area to find the centroid of a fuzzy set. To
date no other defuzzication methods other than the centre of
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The Polygon PÃ .

area have been defined for geometric fuzzy sets. Both type-1
and interval type-2 fuzzy sets are defined as 2-dimensional
polygons consisting of a number of ordered 2-dimensional
vertices. The centre of area of such fuzzy sets is defined as
the centre of area of this polygon.
Let the geometric interval type-2 fuzzy set F̃ consist
of upper and lower membership functions denoted by µF̃
and µF̃ respectively. Furthermore the upper membership
function of F̃ consist of a number of vertices such that
µF̃ = (x0 , y0 ), (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn ). The lower membership
function of F̃ also consists of a number vertices, namely
µF̃ = (x0 , y0 ), (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn ). These two geometric
membership functions are then joined together in order to
form the closed non-intersecting polygon PF̃ such that PF̃ =
(x0 , y0 ), (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn ), (xn , yn ), . . . , (x1 , y1 ), (x0 , y0 ).
For simplicity that the indices of PF̃ be renumbered, PF̃ =
(x0 , y0 ), (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn ). The x component of the centre
of area of PF̃ and therefore the centroid of F̃ is given by
equation 5.
n

∑ (xi + xi+1 )(xi yi+1 − xi+1 yi )

Cx =

t1

t0

(x3 , y3 )

0

(b)

i=0

n

(5)

3( ∑ xi yi+1 − xi+1 yi )
i=0

This method essentially decomposes the polygon PF̃ into a
collection of triangles. The centroid value is the weighted
average of the centre and area of these triangles. Consider
the example polygon PÃ depicted in Figure 3. This polygon
can be deconstructed in the four triangles t0 to t3 depicted in
Figures 4 (a) to (d).
Geometric fuzzy sets need to be deconstructed into primitive objects for defuzzification. Discrete fuzzy sets are
already a simple collection of discrete points and therefore
no equivalent deconstruction is required. In order to find
the geometric centre of area of an interval type-2 fuzzy we
therefore only need to find the weighted average of the area
and centroid of each of the discrete points. Since each point
covers the same area over the domain, the x-dimension we
can take the area of each point as height and the centroid as
the points domain value. Therefore the discrete equivalent of
the geometric defuzzifier, which we call the direct defuzzifier,

t2

Fig. 4.

t3

The Triangles t0 , t1 , t2 and t3 .

can therefore be given by equation 6.
COAF̃ =

n
∑m
i=0 µF̃ (xi )xi + ∑i=0 µF̃ (xi )xi
n
∑m
i=0 µF̃ (xi ) + ∑i=0 µF̃ (xi )

(6)

Where µF̃ and µF̃ are the upper and lower membership
functions of the interval type-2 fuzzy set F̃ respectively. Both
µF̃ and µF̃ are over the discrete domain X and consist of m
and n points respectively.
The direct defuzzifier is consistent with Mendel’s design
principle [12]. This states that the design of type-2 systems
should be guided by the principle that when uncertainty
disappears the type-2 systems are equal to the type-1 systems.
This can be demonstrated for the direct defuzzifier. When
uncertainty disappears in an interval system the upper and
lower membership functions become equal. Let the equivalent type-1 fuzzy set be F with a membership function µF of
n points be equal to both the upper and lower membership
functions of F̃. The centre of area of F is equal to the
direct defuzzification of F̃ as shown in equation 7 where
µF (x) = µF̃ (x) = µF̃ (x)∀x ∈ X.
n
∑m
2 ∑ni=0 µF (xi )xi
i=0 µF̃ (xi )xi + ∑i=0 µF̃ (xi )xi
=
m
n
2 ∑ni=0 µF (xi )
∑i=0 µF̃ (xi ) + ∑i=0 µF̃ (xi )

(7)

In this section the novel direct defuzzifier has been defined.
This method was developed from geometric fuzzy logic
where type-reduction is not possible. This method addresses
the concerns with type-reduction as the entire form of the
fuzzy is used and computational expense is predictable.
The following section presents a second alternative to typereduction, the sampling defuzzifier.
IV. T HE S AMPLING D EFUZZIFIER
The sampling method of defuzzification was first introduced by Greenfield et al in [7]. The technique was
developed for general type-2 fuzzy sets to allow such sets

to be type-reduced within a reasonable time frame. Typereduction finds the centroid by taking the average centroid of
all the possible embedded sets in the type-2 set. The sampling
method chooses a number of the embedded sets at random1
and uses this randomly chosen subset for type-reduction. The
full type-reduction procedure is then performed on this subset
of embedded sets. The algorithm for the sampling defuzzifier
for an interval type-2 fuzzy set F̃ is given below.
1) Randomly generate a subset of type-2 embedded sets
of predetermined cardinality from F̃.
2) Calculate the centroid of each of the generated embedded sets.
3) Let the minimum of these centroids be L.
4) Let the maximum of these centroid be R.
5) Let the final defuzzified value C = L+R
2
The sampling method has not yet been used on interval
type-2 fuzzy sets. This is largely due to the efficiency of the
iterative method which reduces the computational burden of
the procedure. The iterative method only requires knowledge
of the upper and lower bounds of the interval type-2 fuzzy
set where as the sampling method requires discrete secondary
membership functions.
This section has given the sampling defuzzifier procedure
for an interval type-2 fuzzy logic system. This is the first
use of such a defuzzifier on interval rather than general
type-2 fuzzy sets. In investigating such a system our aim
is gain some knowledge about the sampling defuzzifier and
to provide comparative results with the other defuzzifiers
explored in this paper. The next section describes nonstationary fuzzy systems.
V. N ON -S TATIONARY F UZZY S YSTEMS
Non-stationary fuzzy logic systems [6] are a collection
of non-deterministic fuzzy logic systems [14]. Ozen and
Garibaldi proposed non-deterministic fuzzy systems as a way
of modelling self-variation of human experts. They proposed
that by introducing variations of the fuzzy membership
functions in a fuzzy logic system the results from such a
system may model variation in human decision making. A
non-stationary fuzzy set is a fuzzy set where the membership
function of that set is altered by a perturbation function. A
non-stationary fuzzy logic system is a fuzzy system which
uses such non-stationary fuzzy sets. Garibaldi et al [6] define
a non-stationary fuzzy set, denoted Ȧ as being characterised
by a membership function µȦ (x,t), where x ∈ X and µȦ (x,t) ∈
[0, 1] and t is a free variable time, which is the time at which
the fuzzy set is instantiated, i.e.
Ȧ =

Z

x∈X

µȦ (x,t)/x

(8)

The membership functions of non-stationary fuzzy sets are
generally parametric. Garibaldi et al give the example of the
1 Both the sampling method and the non-stationary fuzzy systems present
in this paper make extensive use of randomly generated numbers during the
inferencing process. The method used to generate these numbers was the
rand() function from the standard C library. This function returns a pseudorandom integer which can be bounded and scaled for a specific purpose.

Gaussian non-stationary fuzzy set medium, where standard
deviation, σ is the parameter being altered:
medium(t) =

Z 2 (x−1.6)2
−
σ(t)2

e

/x

(9)

1

Where σ(t) = σ + k f (t), k is a constant and f (t) is the
perturbation function.
By repeating the inferencing process of a non-stationary
fuzzy system a distribution of results can be obtained, which
to some extent can be viewed as an emulation of a type-2
fuzzy system. In [6] Garibaldi et al compared the bounds and
mean results from non-stationary fuzzy systems using over
30, 100, 1,000 and 10,000 inferences with comparable interval type-2 systems using various perturbation functions. No
definitive conclusions were reached in as to the performance
of non-stationary systems in emulating type-2 systems. Work
presented later in this paper extends knowledge in this field.
This section has given a definition of a non-stationary
fuzzy system. Like the direct defuzzifier, non-stationary
systems have predictable computation levels and make full
use of all the information given by a fuzzy set. The following
section presents a comparison of a number alternative fuzzy
systems including a non-stationary fuzzy system.
VI. I NVESTIGATION
The previous sections have explored three alternatives to
type-reduced interval type-2 fuzzy logic systems, the direct
defuzzier, the sampling method and non-stationary fuzzy
systems. In this section we compare the output surfaces
of type-1, type-reduced interval type-2, direct defuzzified
interval type-2, sampled interval type-2 and non-stationary
fuzzy logic systems.
To compare the characteristics of each fuzzy method we
created a simple system in each of the five fuzzy methods
being investigated. Each of these systems uses the following
two rules:
• Rule 1: IF x1 is F1 THEN y is G1
• Rule 2: IF x2 is F2 THEN y is G2
Where x1 and x2 are inputs, F1 and F2 are antecedent fuzzy
sets, G1 and G2 are consequent fuzzy sets and y is the output
from the system. These Mamdani type rules will be combined
with a logical OR operation before defuzzification. In the
interval type-2 systems F1 , F2 , G1 and G2 will be replaced
with F̃1 , F̃2 , G̃1 and G̃2 and in the non-stationary systems
they will be replaced with Ḟ1 , Ḟ2 , Ġ1 and Ġ2 . To compare
the characteristics of the various systems a two-dimensional
plot of the output surface of each system will be drawn and
assessed.
The output surface plots plot the firing strength of rule
1 the along y axis and plot the firing strength of rule 2
along the x axis. Each rule will be fired from 0 to 1 at
intervals 0.01, each axis covering 100 data points, each plot
describing 10,000 data points. The result at each data point
is represented by a tone between black and white where
white is 14 and black is 3. This range covers every possible
output from all the systems being compared. Lines will be
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final defuzzified value as the mean of the results from the
30 iterations. The non-stationary system will use a random
perturbation function to alter the membership functions of the
type-1 fuzzy sets G1 and G2 . These perturbations will create
membership functions that always fall within the bounds
of the interval type-2 fuzzy sets that will be used as for
comparative purposes.
An output surface plot will be drawn for each of the five
systems using both the minimum and product t-norms. Previous research suggests that interval type-1 systems should
have smoother output surfaces than type-1 systems. We
expect the non-stationary system to emulate to some extent
the smoothness of the interval type-2 systems. The sampling
defuzzifier is an unknown quantity.
This section has give description of the fuzzy systems
compared in this work. The use output surface diagrams has
also be explored. The following section give the results from
all the fuzzy systems.

The Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Sets G˜1 and G˜2 .

plotted at every interval of 0.25 between 3 and 14. Plotting
these surfaces in this way allows the characteristics of each
system to be visualised in 2-dimensions. The steepness and
smoothness of each surface can be easily viewed in such
plots.
This surface is different from the control surface, which
maps inputs to outputs. In this paper we are only interested in
the defuzzification characteristics of the various systems. We
use the output surface as it is more focused on the defuzzification step. Unlike a control surface the rule antecedents
have no impact on an output surface and as such the impact
of defuzzifcation will therefore carry greater emphasis. Using
the output surface means only the consequent fuzzy sets
G1 and G2 are require definition as the antecedent sets
F1 and F2 will not be used. Both of the consequent sets
have triangular membership functions, the type-1 version
of which are depicted in Figure 5. The remaining four
systems will all be extended from the type-1 system using G1
and G2 . The type-reduced, direct defuzzifier and sampling
defuzzifier systems will all use the interval type-2 fuzzy
sets G̃1 and G̃2 depicted in Figure 6. All the fuzzy sets
will be discretised at 10 equally spaced points across their
respective supports. Each secondary membership function of
sampling system will be discretised at 10 equally spaced
points across the support of that secondary membership
function. The sampling defuzzifer will take a random sample
of 30 embedded sets. We choose 30 as the sample size as this
number should be large enough to give a normal distribution
of results. The non-stationary fuzzy system that will take the

In this section, diagrams of the output surfaces of the
various fuzzy systems are given. Each of the systems will
be compared under both the minimum and product t-norms.
When assessing the output surface plots we are looking
for two main criteria, smoothness of the surface, form or
shape of the surface. A surface which has soft curving
lines with no jagged edge means the system will have
smooth control characteristics. Each of the lines represents an
output value. Each of these essentially represents a function
of the two input parameters, the firing levels of the two
rules. The smoother these lines, the smoother the control
performance. The shape of the surface defines the control
performance. We are looking for similarities in the shapes
and for inconsistencies between the plots.
A. Systems Using Minimum t-norm
The output surface plots of the five fuzzy systems using
the minimum t-norm are given in following figures:
• Figure 7 depicts the output plot for the type-1 fuzzy
system;
• Figure 8 depicts the output plot for the interval type-2
fuzzy system that uses type-reduction;
• Figure 9 depicts the output plot for the interval type-2
fuzzy system that uses direct defuzzifier;
• Figure 10 depicts the output plot for the interval type-2
fuzzy system that uses the sampling defuzzifier, and;
• Figure 11 depicts the output plot for the non-stationary
fuzzy system.
B. Systems Using Product t-norm
The output surface plots of the five fuzzy systems using
the product t-norm are given in following figures:
• Figure 12 depicts the output plot for the type-1 fuzzy
system;
• Figure 13 depicts the output plot for the interval type-2
fuzzy system that uses type-reduction;

Fig. 7. Output Surface of the Type-1 System Using The Minimum T-norm.

Fig. 10. Output Surface of the Sampling Defuzzifier System Using The
Minimum T-norm.

Fig. 11. Output Surface of the Non-Stationary Sampling System Using
The Minimum T-norm.
Fig. 8. Output Surface of the Type-Reduction System Using The Minimum
T-norm.
•
•
•

Figure 14 depicts the output plot for the interval type-2
fuzzy system that uses direct defuzzifier;
Figure 15 depicts the output plot for the interval type-2
fuzzy system that uses the sampling defuzzifier, and;
Figure 16 depicts the output plot for the non-stationary
fuzzy system.
VIII. D ISCUSSION

The previous section gave the various output surface plots.
In this section we discuss what these plots can tell us about
the fuzzy technologies that produced them.
A. Systems Using Minimum t-norm

Fig. 9.
Output Surface of the Direct Defuzzfier System Using The
Minimum T-norm.

It is immediately clear that the sampling defuzzifier stands
out from the other plots. Although the form of the plot is
similar to the others, the lines are quite distinct. The lines
are extremely jagged with small closed patches portraying a
noisy surface. At the other end of the spectrum the lines
of the non-stationary system display a good deal more
smoothness than the other systems. The curves are soft and

Fig. 12. Output Surface of the Type-1 System Using The Product T-norm.

Fig. 13. Output Surface of the Type-Reduction System Using The Product
T-norm.

Fig. 14. Output Surface of the Direct Defuzzfier System Using The Product
T-norm.

Fig. 15. Output Surface of the Sampling Defuzzifier System Using The
Product T-norm.

Fig. 16. Output Surface of the Non-Stationary Sampling System Using
The Product T-norm.

sweeping with no jagged edges. This system clearly has
a smooth control performance. The direct defuzzifier and
the non-stationary system gave near identical performance.
Small differences can be seen when both rule firing levels
are less than 0.15, but these are by no means significant
discrepancies. The lines in these plots are reasonably smooth,
with some abrupt linear sections where the rule firing level
are around 0.7 - 0.8. The shape of these surfaces are different
to the type-1 surface. The type-1 surface shows more compact lines around the bottom-left to top-right diagonal area,
representing a sharper surface gradient. The shape of the
non-stationary surface appears to be somewhere in between
the two. The lines of the type-1 surface contain larger abrupt
linear portions that the type-reducer and direct defuzzifier
systems. The type-1 lines are also show less smoothness with
a second section of linear portions when the rule firing level
are between 0.4 and 0.6. The type-1 would clearly give a less
smooth control performance compared to the type-reducer
and direct defuzzifier systems.

B. Systems Using Product t-norm
The systems exhibited different characteristics under the
product t-norm compared with the minimum t-norm. Again
the sampling defuzzifier gave very noisy surface compared
to the other systems, although its shape broadly matched the
other surfaces. The type-1 and non-stationary systems gave
near identical surfaces. Both had completely linear functions
with similar distances between the lines. The type-reducer
gave a very similar surface to the type-1 and non-stationary
systems. There are some discrepancies at the edges of the
surface. The type-reducer shows lines emanating from the
axis up to values of 0.6, the other two these stop at around
0.4. The type-reducer also has small perpendicular linear
portions at rule firing values of around 0.95. The direct
defuzzifier gave quite a different performance. The distances
between the lines are much greater. Generally the output
values on the surface are mush lower. The lines display
strange characteristics when the rule-1 firing level is less than
0.5. The short perpendicular sections displayed by the typereducer are accentuated in the direct defuzzifier. At values
of 0.95 the lines reverse back at angles of around 90o .
Under the product t-norm the type-1, type-reducer and
non-stationary systems all performed well. The sampling
defuzzifier again suffered from high noise levels. The direct
defuzzifier could not match the performance of the typereducing system and display some strange characteristics.
This section has discussed the features and characteristics
of the various systems. The final section draws this work to
a conclusion.
IX. C ONCLUSION
This paper has defined the novel direct defuzzifier for
interval type-2 fuzzy logic systems. The first application
of the sampling defuzzifier to interval systems has been
given. We have compared the performance of these fuzzy
systems to type-1, interval type-2 using type-reduction and
non-stationary fuzzy systems.
We found the sampling method gave a noisy performance.
Increasing the number of samples and increasing the level
of discretisation may reduce, even eliminate this noise. We
suggest future work should explore this possibility.
The direct defuzzifier performed very well under the
minimum t-norm, matching the type-reduction systems performance. Under the product t-norm the direct defuzzifier showed some strange characteristics. These differences
should be further explored. It may be that this defuzzifier is
only suitable for certain systems.
The surprising result in this experiment was the performance of the non-stationary fuzzy system. We expected
this system to give a similar performance to the type-1
system. We observed that under the minimum t-norm the
non-stationary system gave a much smoother surface than
any of the other systems. Under the product t-norm the nonstationary system was as good as any of the other systems.
In this paper we have seen a possible alternative to typereduction in the direct defuzzifier. We have shown that

the sampling defuzzifier may not be suitable for interval
systems, although more work is certainly needed. The most
import result in this paper is the performance of the nonstationary fuzzy system. We have seen the non-stationary
system outperform the other fuzzy technologies. This result
raises important questions about the direction of type-2 fuzzy
research and about how engineers should model uncertainty
in practical applications.
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